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Abstract
‘Integration’ has become a buzzword of policy-makers in the 21st century, and is often
deemed by the same policy-makers to be an unqualified good. ‘Integration’ can occur both
at regional and national levels, and may at either level be heartily embraced, or sharply
contested. Forms of regional integration contend with internal questions of ‘integration’
understood as the challenge of legal, cultural, economic and political inclusion of all peoples
and communities within the boundaries of the state. Thus ‘integration’ is a term which
covers a vast array of economic, political and social activity that may (but does not always)
create benefits (or equal benefits) for everyone.
The thesis here examines integration through historic inter-Asian movements and their
histories of intermarriage. These are forces with the power to both bind and divide, which
continue to have an impact on societies in Southeast Asia. Two cases are presented here.
The first addresses the rise of ill-feeling among some Myanmar Buddhists towards
intermarriage with Muslims. The second examines current Vietnamese attitudes towards a
marginalised Indo-Vietnamese minority. These attitudes which are beginning to warm in
response to Vietnam’s shifting regional allegiances. The two cases inform questions of social
integration and exclusion; they show how migrant legacies of mixed marriage are being reinvented in the present, as nations which until recently have been isolated from the
economic mainstream seek greater involvement with their regional neighbours, and as
people are once again on the move within the region.
The response takes the notion that society and state both act as potential forces - positive
or negative - of social integration, and adds to this an exploration of the role that
institutions have to play in regional integration. It does so drawing on contemporary
research on regional responses to problems that disregard national boundaries. Increased
mobility and strengthened economic ties make the region as a whole more vulnerable to
such problems, while simultaneously providing greater potential for regional institution
building.

Introduction
‘Integration’ has become a buzzword of policy-makers in the 21st century. It incorporates a
multitude of meanings though, and in its use, and overuse, it obscures as much as it clarifies.
For the European Union – the pioneer in regional integration – it has come to mean shared
sovereignty, a common currency, and shared legal and economic systems in whole or part
for states within Europe. It has promoted the free movement of people and civil society
within the region. In contrast, the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) has been
cited as the most advanced of other regional bodies but it has largely remained an intergovernmentally organised economic project.
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In an increasingly globalised world, regional integration contends with internal questions of
‘integration’ understood as the challenge of legal, cultural, economic and political inclusion
of all peoples and communities within the boundaries of the state. Thus ‘integration’
operates both at regional and national levels, although it is at times heartily embraced, and
at other times sharply contested. While policy-makers often deem integration to be an
unqualified good, it is a term which may include a vast array of economic, political and social
activity that does not always create benefits, or equal benefits, for everyone.
This paper looks at integration through historic inter-Asian movements and their histories of
intermarriage. These are forces with the power to both bind and divide, and they continue
to have an impact on societies in Southeast Asia. They can inform questions of social
integration and exclusion. Two cases are presented here. The first addresses the rise of illfeeling among some Myanmar Buddhists towards intermarriage with Muslims. The second
examines current Vietnamese attitudes towards a marginalised Indo-Vietnamese minority,
attitudes which are beginning to warm in response to Vietnam’s shifting regional
allegiances. Together, they show how migrant legacies and particularly the legacies of mixed
marriages are being re-invented in the present, as nations which until recently have been
isolated from the economic mainstream seek greater involvement with their regional
neighbours, and as people are once again on the move within the region.

Asia’s first ‘mobility revolution’
When European powers expanded their claims in Southeast Asia from the late nineteenth
century, Asian people moved and were moved into the region with unprecedented
intensity. Historians now recognise these movements as one of the first mass migrations of
the modern era, and as a ‘mobility revolution’ comparable in economic and demographic
importance to the transatlantic movements of the same period (McKeown 2004; Amrith
2011: 5).
As merchants, bankers, petty traders, civil servants, and indentured labourers, as soldiers
and policemen, the inter-Asian migrants helped European empires to secure and administer
their new possessions and extend their commercial interests. These migrants – who came to
Southeast Asia primarily from China and the Indian subcontinent – also played a vital role in
shaping colonial societies. Southeast Asia’s plantations, its agricultural frontiers and most
intensively its port cities were places where new relationships and new understandings
were forged (Harper 1997). By the interwar period, migrants – at least urban migrants – and
their local counterparts were engaged in intense public debates across Southeast Asia’s port
cities. Those involved in these debates shared and valued many of the same causes; the
pursuit of equality within empires, the fostering of civic duty, and a keen interest in the
possibilities of modernist social reform and ‘racial’ advancement. Yet migrants also began to
face growing hostility, fuelled by rising anti-colonial and nationalist feelings in their
indigenous hosts, feelings which the blow dealt by the Great Depression only intensified
(Arsan, Lewis and Richard 2012; Goscha 2009; Pairaudeau forthcoming).
Points of contact and points of conflict within colonial societies existed too where more
intimate matters were concerned. Many of the Asian migrant populations who came to
Southeast Asia in this period were disproportionately male. As a result, mixed unions were a
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frequent occurrence. Yet while these unions created links across communities, they were
also a potent source of conflict.
The case studies here draw on my research on the formation of migrant families and the
shaping of frameworks for their legal regulation in British Burma and French Indochina. The
legal recognition of migrant marriage was grounded in a principle which European powers
carried over from pre-colonial arrangements for long-distance traders. Following this
principle, the migrants carried their personal law with them wherever they travelled.
‘Personal law’ was understood to include all customs related to the regulation of the family
(marriage, inheritance, legitimacy of children) according to an individual’s religion, tribe or
caste. This principle was upheld across British, French and Dutch colonial possessions in
Southeast Asia. Cases were nonetheless judged in each of these locations by colonial
tribunals, the indigenous personal laws thus being re-interpreted and transformed in the
process (Eversley and Craies 1910; Benton 1999).
In both French Indochina and in British Burma, this system served male migrants –
particularly wealthier ones – and members of their family located in their homelands
relatively well. From the middle of the nineteenth century there was a thriving industry in
long-distance litigation in which relatives in their country of origin claimed the lion’s share
of fortunes left behind by migrants at their death. This legal structure did not always work in
favour of the local women who formed relationships with migrant men. To contract a legally
binding marriage, the local woman was obliged to adopt the personal law of her spouse,
meaning conversion to a ‘foreign’ religion and inheritance practices often perceived to be
less advantageous to her than her own. If she did not, at the death of her migrant ‘spouse’
she and her children risked losing an enterprise they had often played a large part in
building. These disparities in the legal framework did not help to quell ideas that foreigners
were taking advantage of local women, and were leading them away from their own culture
and society. The economic woes of the late 1920s added to these already emotive issues the
notion that migrant money was being used to ‘buy’ local women, while the rise of ethnic
nationalism introduced the proposition that marrying across ethnic lines was an unpatriotic
act.
When countries in the region won their independence from colonial rule and emerged as
independent nations, the new states modelled themselves largely on a template of nation
defined as the ethnic majority. The political and economic change of direction at
independence, towards national development and self-sufficiency, put an end to many of
these emigrant pathways while the Asian migrants who had previously helped to tie the
region together were now marginalised, even ostracised (Amrith 2011; Cribb and Li 2004;
Ho 2006).

Myanmar’s interfaith marriage ban in historical context
In 2010, Myanmar elected its first nominally civilian government. Since that time it has
taken faltering steps towards shaping a more democratic society. This process is giving
expression to suppressed grievances between the ethnic majority and those people it
considers to be excluded from the cultural, religious and national mainstream. Since July of
2012 there have been at least five instances of violent clashes between Buddhists and
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Muslims in the country. The first and most deadly of these was in Rakhine (or Arakan) State.
There, Buddhists fought with Rohingya Muslims, a group whose migrant origins are a source
of contentious debate, and to whom the Myanmar government has refused citizenship
rights (MRG 2014). In the conflict of 2012, two hundred people were killed and thousands
left injured. The immediate cause given for the disturbances was the accusation of rape and
murder of Buddhist women by Muslim men. The same justification has been given for
subsequent outbreaks of violence in other areas of the country. A group of extremist
Buddhist monks have played a leading role in promoting anti-Muslim sentiment, and have
been urging the Buddhist public to refrain from doing business with, or marrying Muslims.
The leader of this group, Ashin Wirathu, has gone on record as saying, ‘We are being raped,
sex harassed’, by the ‘crude and savage’ Muslim minority (Hodel and Symes 2013). In July of
2013 Wirathu and his group presented a petition to President Thein Sein calling for curbs on
interfaith marriages. While Wirathu’s group are believed to have instigated much of the
violence, their public aim is to work through the law to control Muslim influence in
Myanmar. They propose legislation which would require a Buddhist woman to seek official
consent to marry a Muslim man, and would require the male partner to convert to
Buddhism (Mahtani 2013). The Myanmar Government has taken this proposal seriously. In
June 2014, four bills on ‘race and religion’ were submitted to the president for his approval,
though not without eliciting protest from women’s groups and human rights activists within
the country and internationally (Al-Jazeera 2014).
Intermarriage as a fuel for hostility between different communities has a history which
echoes back into colonial Burma. Interactions between the considerable, and primarily
male, Indian migrant population and local Burmese women is a long-standing site of
conflict.1 Over a century ago, British administrators expressed the ‘problem’ of co-habitation
between Indian men and Burmese women as one with distinct legal features. Officials at
Pegu in 1868 cited numerous cases in which Burmese women understood, following
Burmese matrimonial practice and law, that they had contracted legally recognised
marriages. They then found themselves and their children barred from inheritance, because
their union was not valid according to the personal laws of their Hindu or Muslim husbands
(MNA 1868).
These discussions produced the Special Marriage Act of 1872 which purported to permit
Buddhists and non-Buddhists to contract valid marriages, by favouring the Buddhist
dhammasat law of the Burmese wife over the Hindu or Muslim law of her Indian spouse. Yet
the legality of Burmese women’s marriages continued to be contested in the courts. By the
early 1920s, Burmese women’s associations were actively denouncing mixed marriages,
citing the lack of legal protection they provided for Burmese women (Ikeya 2012:130). Once
Burma adopted a system of dyarchy in 1923, (later separating administratively from India in
1937), and Burmese assumed greater political and administrative responsibility, Burmese
ministers began to bring the debate on mixed marriages more forcefully onto the political
agenda (Brown 2013: 72). This is evident in a 1927 debate in the legislative council over a
resolution to more strictly apply the dhammasat laws to marriages between Indian men and
Burmese women (Ikeya 2012: 130). It became even more apparent in 1941 during the
drafting of a new Indian Immigration Bill, when Burmese Ministers pressed for the inclusion
1

By the 1920s, nine percent of Burma’s population was Indian. Indians made up over half of the population of
Rangoon, and of other large towns. (Furnivall 1916: 117).
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of a ‘marriage co-habitation clause’. This clause stipulated that if an Indian man married or
co-habited with a local woman, ‘without making provision for her welfare’, he was liable to
be imprisoned, fined or deported. Adequate levels of ‘welfare provisions’ were never
defined, and the clause was received by the more powerful representatives of Burma’s
Indian business community as a ‘slur on Indian morals’. British officials sought to have it
excluded from the final agreement while being all too aware that they no longer had the full
power to do so (IOR 1941). In the event, the bill was stalled by the Japanese occupation of
Burma, itself sparking a tragic exodus, mostly on foot and at great cost human cost, of
migrants back into India (Bayly and Harper 2004).
The economic crisis from the late 1920s pushed Burmese hostility against Indians into
expressions of violence. In the Burmese press, denunciations of intermarriage now began to
take on racist overtones and be expressed as fears that intermarriage was responsible for
the degeneration of the Burmese race and the ruin of the Buddhist religion. And in the
context of rising nationalist movements, Burmese women began to find that their
commitment to the national caused was judged by their choice of partner (Ikeya 2012: 134135).
At the beginning of the twenty-first century, Wirathu and his group of extremist monks are
claiming that barring Buddhist marriage to Muslims is a way of protecting the Buddhist
religion, the Burmese culture and national security. Their claims echo concerns from the
1920s and 1930s. Yet discontent is aimed now not at Indian migrants generally, but at
Muslims specifically. Indian Hindus in Burma have not been subject to the same recent
attacks. The recent appearance of shrines to Buddha in Hindu temples in Yangon suggests
an attempt by Hindus to create shared ground for the two religions and to make Hindu
temples more welcoming to outsiders. On the one hand Burmese Buddhists see the
Rohingya Muslims as a political threat, now that their long-neglected cause is coming to
wider international attention. On the other hand, the Muslim business community is the
single Indian migrant community which, through the waqf or community trusts, managed to
retain hold of considerable property holdings through the years of nationalisation under Ne
Win; they raise the ire of Burmese Buddhists who perceive that they benefit
disproportionately from the massive increase in land prices since 2011. Myanmar’s
extremist Buddhists have then sought parallels between their cause and the current
embattled relationship between western powers and militant groups organised in the name
of Islam. These factors combine to reshape an old ethnic conflict over migrants and locals
into a religious one.

Social exclusion and geopolitics in Vietnam
In August of 2013, an event was hosted in Ho Chi Minh City by the India-Vietnam Friendship
Society to celebrate the anniversary of India’s independence. In speeches delivered at this
event, the president of this society and the Indian consul both quoted impressive figures
citing a rapid increase in trade between the two countries and a sharp rise in Indian
investment in Vietnam. They spoke of Vietnam as a new and popular destination for Indian
tourists and of Vietnamese tourists travelling in increasing numbers to India, especially as
religious pilgrims to visit Buddhist sites. Both men framed their speeches with references to
long ties of friendship between the two nations.
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In the audience, seated towards the back and surrounded by members of a new Indian
diaspora which has come to Vietnam since it began to open to a free market economy, was
a row of five or six men who are the leading members of Saigon’s small Indo-Vietnamese
community. This community has not benefitted from the supposed long ties of friendship
the speakers referred to. In the immediate post-colonial period, and even more so after the
communist victory over the south in 1975, Indians in Vietnam were viewed as colonial
collaborators, and it was the offspring of mixed unions who tended to be left behind to face
the years of discrimination and marginalisation which followed. Yet the speakers at this
anniversary event took every opportunity to refer to this rather bored and sceptical-looking
row of men as living proof of these enduring bonds of friendship.
In contrast to British Burma, French Indochina had a limited number of Indian migrants, and
a much larger flow of Chinese migrants. It was also an atypical diaspora in that the migrants
were drawn in part from French, rather than exclusively from areas under British control or
influence (Pairaudeau forthcoming). Yet Indochina’s inter-Asian migrants, Indian and
Chinese, were also inserted into the local economy and the colonial administration in ways
that raised the resentment of local people. From the 1900s, reformist newspapers published
in the Vietnamese south by a new bourgeois class of Vietnamese entrepreneurs and
landowners spoke out against Chinese and Indian economic dominance. Here too, the
migrant population was predominantly male, and inter-marriage provided fuel for hostility.
Cautionary tales warned against the dangers of Indian inter-marriage, revealing harsh,
racially based, prejudices against the Tamil traders (Sơn Nam 2003: 287-288). When the
Vietnamese press organized a boycott of Chinese business in 1919 - sparked by the simple
act of raising the price of a cup of coffee in a Chinese café – their criticisms of Chinese
economic power in Indochina were conveyed in part by cartoons depicting wealthy Chinese
traders buying local brides (Goscha 2009: 1203). Yet the cultural affinities the Vietnamese
shared with the Chinese, and a long-standing history of intermarriage with Chinese migrants
that went back well before the French occupation meant that Vietnamese commenters used
interactions with local women to highlight the economic disparity between the two
communities, rather than putting forward statements of perceived racial and cultural
incompatibility and hostility (Brocheux 1995: 102-103).
The economic crisis from the late 1920s had much the same effect on Indian migrants in
Indochina as it had in British Burma, if only on a smaller and less deadly scale. Local hostility
increased and became more markedly racial, and tensions between Indian shopkeepers and
Vietnamese broke out into acts of open violence (Pairaudeau forthcoming: ch. 6). Yet in the
last stages of World War Two, and as the conflict in Indochina turned more decisively into a
fight for independence, Viet Minh nationalists took a more global approach towards the
Indians in their midst who were otherwise vilified as colonial collaborators. In 1946, as the
first open conflicts of the French war in Indochina broke out, Viet Minh leaders sought to
retain Indian merchants, along with their Indo-Vietnamese families, in areas which came
under their control. The Viet Minh hope was that these Indians – whose own homeland was
on the brink of gaining its freedom from Britain – would serve as international ambassadors
giving legitimacy to the Vietnamese nationalist cause (Pairaudeau forthcoming: ch. 8).
This internationalist view gave way during Vietnam’s fight for independence to a more
fiercely national, and ethnically exclusive, attitude. It is the power of internationalist rather
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than national thinking though, that Ho Chi Minh City’s Hindu population calls up in the
photograph strategically placed in the main Hindu temple in the city, which depicts a 1954
meeting between Ho Chi Minh and Nehru. It was the same sentiment that was recalled at
the event hosted in the city by the India-Vietnam Friendship Society in August 2013.
At the time of that meeting, Vietnam was already facing tension with China over its
increasing influence in the region. These tensions were heightened in May of 2014 with the
most serious clashes to date over the two nations’ conflicting claims in the South China Sea.
Yet just as the Viet Minh’s seizure of a global political cause served to direct Vietnamese
away from hostilities with one of the migrant groups in their midst, so too does a new
geopolitical strategy in Southeast Asia have implications for the positioning of communities
who are the legacy of a colonial history of interaction across the region.
In the Myanmar case the government’s gradual efforts to transform itself into a more
democratic outward-reaching state have released non-state actors to revive and reshape
forms of religious and cultural intolerance; in this Vietnamese case, new regional
connections having the reverse effect, bringing long marginalised migrants back into favour
to serve as a ‘useful history’ in support of the state’s regional strategies in the present.

Concluding remarks: Regional integration and its effects within national
bounds
Myanmar’s current controversy over Muslim-Buddhist inter-marriage and Vietnam’s recent
warming towards its formerly marginalised Indo-Vietnamese population both express in
different ways the historical difficulties encountered in integrating colonial-era migrants into
national frameworks. A colonial legacy of tension over inter-marriage has been given new
relevance as these countries re-integrate within the region. In the case of Myanmar it has
given rise to new exclusionary forces, whereas processes in Vietnam have led, for one
formerly ostracised group, to greater acceptance. Regional forces of integration produce
consequences that can be positive as well as negative for social inclusion at national level.
The two cases also highlight the interaction between state actors and the grassroots. Some
observers have claimed Myanmar’s autocratic leaders, keen to stall the shift to democracy,
are behind its recent troubles; the movement nonetheless receives considerable sustenance
from below. In Vietnam, approval at state and diplomatic levels for a more diverse view of
society ties in with greater acceptance of one of its minority populations in more everyday
interactions. Policy with regard to social inclusion must be shaped around an understanding
of the underlying historical legacies, and the complex interaction between state and nonstate, in order to anticipate forces that re-invigorate suppressed conflicts and to make the
most of other forces that may bring marginalised migrants back into the national fold.
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A response to ‘Asian Intermarriage in Colonial Southeast Asia.
Migration and its Legacies’
The Colonial Legacy and Contemporary Regional Integration
Naila Maier-Knapp, Centre for History and Economics, Cambridge

Introduction
Natasha Pairaudeau addresses the national dynamics of the recent past and raises questions
about the extent of social integration in Southeast Asia through the discussion of migrant
legacies and particularly the legacies of mixed marriages in Vietnamese and Burmese
societies. This response seeks to put Pairaudeau’s perspective on mobility, interfaith
marriage legality and social exclusion in selected Southeast Asian societies into a broader
contemporary context of regional integration that builds on institution-building aimed at the
prevention of risks to states and societies. It argues that the proliferation of institutions is an
important contemporary regional integrative dynamic complementing long-standing
national dynamics.

Relating the ‘Mobility Revolution’ to Contemporary Regional Challenges
In her first section, Pairaudeau argues that the expansion of European colonialism in the late
nineteenth century has triggered mass migration within Asia that saw primarily Indian and
Chinese migrants establish linkages with Southeast Asian societies. These migratory patterns
and the subsequent re-constitution of colonial Southeast Asian societies provoked societal
tensions. In particular, migrant communities faced heightened local hostilities in times of
economic hardship such as during the period of the Great Depression. Transboundary
challenges of today impact on Southeast Asian societies in a similar way. Southeast Asia’s
increased integration into the world economy and the degree of rising interdependence
have raised the region’s vulnerability. In particular, the transboundary challenges and risks
of today call for new modes of cooperation that move beyond the reliance on national
resilience and “to which Southeast Asian states subscribe hesitantly” (Rüland 2005: 546).
While these challenges are shaping converging understandings of security between
Southeast Asian states and the West, they have not led to converging cultures and practices
of risk management (Dosch 2003: 486; Rüland 2005: 559). The main difference in specific
regard to institution-building related to managing risk appears to lie in the extent to which
altered or newly created state institutions are engineered in a manner to accommodate
domestic political contexts. At the same time, ideational differences with the West in regard
to this kind of institution-building have spurred Southeast Asia’s regional discourse on
human rights in an attempt to collectively “deflect the post-Cold War global human rights
agenda by proposing domestic and regional alternatives” (Nesadurai 2009: 109). Liberal
spaces at the domestic levels have opened and facilitated democratic processes that see
civil society successfully promote liberal-democratic values at the governmental and
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intergovernmental level of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) (Dosch 2008:
542).
Notwithstanding these developments, seemingly, transboundary challenges have had an
ambiguous effect on the degree to which liberal-democratic elements were interwoven into
the institutional responses to them. In spite of the shift towards a more inclusive humancentred and bottom-up understanding of regional integration, it appears that the statist
top-down dimension has predominated (Caballero Anthony 2005; Maier-Knapp 2011).
Despite legal and institutional processes contributing to greater bottom-up regional
cohesion in Southeast Asia from a historical as well as contemporary perspective, state
authority is central in defining institutions and informing the region's integrative dynamics.

Political Agendas and their Impact on Regional Integration
In the first case, Pairaudeau portrays Myanmar’s recent democratic opening as an
opportunity for ethnic and religious minorities to express their grievances. Specifically, she
discusses the criminalization of the Muslim minority in Myanmar who are facing a strong
Buddhist lobby that seeks to propose legislation that demands a Buddhist woman to seek
official consent to marry a Muslim man, and would require the male partner to convert to
Buddhism. This more recent type of legal discrimination has a history that can be traced
back to the colonial period, including to the Special Marriage Act of 1872. At the same,
Pairaudeau states that despite various legal clauses to upgrade the legal status of Burmese
women in the twentieth century, their situation did not improve significantly. Periods of
economic strain and uneasy phases of early independence aggravated Burmese hostility and
the legal campaign against Buddhist intermarriage.
Pairaudeau’s discussion shows how exclusionary legality is promoted by majorities,
supported by elites and reflected institutionally. At the same time, it is noteworthy that this
specific example of intermarriage and Muslim criminalization in Myanmar can be subsumed
within the broader problem of governance in Southeast Asia. That is, many Southeast Asian
governing elites of today display sensitivity to economic incentives and pressures that then
inform political and nationalist agendas. This influences the extent to which Southeast Asian
ruling elites, and hence the state, confine the scope of ASEAN regional integration. Today,
this problem of governance on the national level even finds expression within so-called
apolitical arenas like disaster relief where targeted institutionalization caters domestic
politics, as the example of a Thai agency concerned with early warning shows:
When on 26 December 2004, a devastating tsunami hit the coastlines of South and
Southeast Asia, the Thaksin Shinawatra government in Thailand was keen to ensure an
effective national response to assist the affected population and, at the same time, use this
opportunity to establish institutional structures that could ease the shaky domestic political
situation that had been unfolding prior to the tsunami. Seen from this perspective, Thaksin’s
hasty creation of the National Disaster Warning Centre (NDWC) within the Prime Minister’s
Office was an attempt to strengthen the civilian side of disaster management. The Centre
was to act as focal point for information-sharing and early warning on tsunamis,
earthquakes and other natural disasters in Thailand, complementing but also rivalling
existing government agencies. NDWC officially opened on 30 May 2005, but because of
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decisions by the military government after the coup d’état against Thaksin in September
2006, NDWC lacked legal personality and clear lines of authority. Instead, the Department of
Disaster Prevention and Mitigation was strengthened. Today, NDWC is integrated into the
multi-agency arrangement of the Thai government to respond to natural disasters. It
possesses a mandate but only plays a niche role focused on early-warning and country-wide
community-based information-sharing on natural hazards and their prevention.
While this example reflects primarily the domestic politics of disaster relief, the following
section will relate to Pairaudeau’s second case study and then demonstrate through the
example of the regional response to the atmospheric haze how domestic contexts
complicate integration on the regional level.

The Importance of Domestic Contexts for Regional Integration
Pairaudeau provides a comparative perspective to the legal disadvantage of Indian migrants
and their mixed marriages in Myanmar by drawing on the case of Indian-Vietnamese ties,
outlining the extent to which the seemingly rosy contemporary relationship has been built
on societal hostilities and the active exclusion of migrant groups through legal measures
similarly to the previous case of Myanmar. In French Indochina, it was both the Chinese and
Indian migrants who experienced discrimination which heightened in the difficult economic
times of the 1920s. Pairaudeau further argues that the degree of ethnic vilification was
contingent on domestic political developments, namely, the rise of Communism and its
attitude towards internationalism. Vietnam’s state transformation of the more recent
decades has spurred a phase more favourable for these long marginalized migrants who are
now seen as important interlocutors for Vietnam’s economic connection with the wider
Asian region.
Similarly to Pairaudeau’s first case, her second case ties into the discussion of exclusion on
the national level and how this provides the problematic legal setting for contemporary
national integrative efforts that could impact on the extent of regional integration. Domestic
political contexts are vital factors that need to be acknowledged when understanding
nationalism and proclivity towards state-centric institution-building for the prevention and
management of risks on the domestic level in today’s times. For example, Southeast Asian
regional dynamics to manage the annually recurring haze have been initiated in the
aftermath of the severe case of the haze in 1997. In that year, the Regional Haze Action Plan
(RHAP) was adopted and ushered in the annual ASEAN Ministerial Meeting on Haze. In
1999, the Haze Technical Task Force of 1995 approved the Operational RHAP (ORHAP) as
the framework for ASEAN states to pursue activities of haze prevention, mitigation and
monitoring. On 25 November 2003, the Haze Agreement or ASEAN Agreement on
Transboundary Haze came into force, providing the legal framework for RHAP.
Indonesia has been hesitant about these regional developments until recently, and initiated
national and sub-regional developments suiting its domestic legal system and programme of
haze mitigation. While Indonesia’s proclivity towards national sovereignty has stalled the
institutional integrative process of ASEAN on this issue, it has neither managed to abolish
the topic from the ASEAN agenda nor discourage the creation of national mechanisms of
haze management within neighbouring countries. Namely, Singapore has reacted with a
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comprehensive cross-ministerial response, providing detailed and expertise-based
guidelines across all sectors of state and society. The Ministry of Manpower and the
Ministry of Health play crucial roles constantly monitoring and updating advisories, showing
real-time sensitivity to the needs of Singapore’s population. This sensitivity extends beyond
Singapore’s borders, and has seen the country seek dialogue with like-minded ASEAN
partners and recourse to its economic lever vis-á-vis Indonesia.
In spite of the ambiguities for regional integration stemming from domestic dynamics, it is
important to highlight the more recent openness towards including participatory elements
into ASEAN institutionalisation. The ASEAN Charter and various non-state and advisory
bodies linked to the process of ASEAN community-building suggest that ruling Southeast
Asian political and business elites are acknowledging seemingly institutionally the
importance of societal dynamics in their task of managing today’s risks to the region.
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